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Marshall Homecoming is ‘Back and Better Than Ever’
OCTOBER 6, 2021
Marshall University’s Homecoming celebration is
slated for next week in Huntington, bringing
together alumni, family, friends and community
members for the annual gathering. The
Homecoming theme, ‘Back and Better Than Ever’
highlights the Herd’s return to in-person events
this year, after COVID-19 forced many events last
year to happen virtually.
“We are so excited to once again be able to gather
together on our beautiful campus to celebrate
Homecoming as a family,” said Matt Hayes,
executive director of alumni relations. “The past
year has been a difficult one for all of us.
Lockdowns and virtual gatherings have seemingly become the norm and many in the Marshall
community, like those around the world, have been left pining for that warm glow of our campus
home. This year, we are looking forward to reuniting with that Marshall spirit and remembering
why the university is such a special place in the hearts of so many.”
That excitement also extends to current students who call Marshall University home.
“We are very excited for these events, especially for the benefit of our students,” said Matt
James, assistant dean of student affairs. “Homecoming is a special time on campus when
students have the opportunity to truly feel connected and gain a deeper understanding of what it
means to be a part of the Marshall Family.”
Activities begin at 5 p.m. Monday, Oct. 9, with the Unity Walk, an annual event celebrating
unity, inclusion and oneness with music, fellowship and fun. Community members are invited
and encouraged to participate. The walk begins at the Marshall Rec Center and ends at the
Memorial Student Center Plaza. Marshall’s Homecoming Court and Unity Walk banner contest

winners will also be announced. Please note: Due to COVID-19 concerns related to large
gatherings, masks are required, regardless of vaccination status.
At 6:30 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 7, Marshall’s Homecoming parade will march down the streets
of Huntington, featuring Grand Marshals honoring the 1971 Young Thundering Herd football
team, which is celebrating its 50th anniversary season this year. One year after the devastating
1970 plane crash that took the lives of 75 people, including Marshall players, coaches,
community members and flight crew members, a team of freshmen and walk-ons, aptly dubbed
the Young Thundering Herd, took the field and helped set the benchmark for a return to
prominence for Marshall University and its football program. The team will be led by Allen
Meadows, a member of the Young Thundering Herd, and Lucianne Kautz-Call, former
cheerleader and daughter of former Director of Athletics Charlie E. Kautz, who perished on
Southern Airways Flight 932.
This year, the parade will begin on Fourth Avenue at Tenth Street and travel east to Hal Greer
Boulevard, where it will move up to Fifth Avenue and continue east to 17th Street at Harless
Dining Hall. For those who are unable to attend the Homecoming parade in person, a livestream
of the event may be viewed at https://www.facebook.com/marshallu.
A bonfire is once again scheduled to take place immediately following the parade on Harless
Field (located between Harless Dining Hall and City National Bank). This year, the event has
been modified. The Marching Thunder will perform, yard games and s’mores kits will be
available, music will be played on site by Bravo Live DJ and students from Marshall
University’s radio station, 88.1 WMUL-FM, will interview special guests during a live remote.
On Friday, Oct. 8, Picnic on the Plaza returns from 11:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m. The event features
free food, music, a pep rally and photo booth, presented by the Marshall University Alumni
Association. The event is free and open to students, alumni and the campus community.
From 5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. on Friday evening, the life and legacy of Marshall and NBA great
Hal Greer will be honored in the Fairfield community with a free block party. Music and food
will be provided. The event precedes the unveiling of a statue honoring Hal Greer adjacent to the
Cam Henderson Center on the corner of 3rd Avenue and 18th Street at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday,
Oct. 9. The event is open to the public.
At 9 a.m., on Saturday, Oct. 9, the Homecoming Stampede 5K, presented by the Alumni
Association, will feature a campus-focused run/walk with awards for multiple age groups.
Registration and the start of the race both begin on the Memorial Student Center Plaza.
At 11:30 a.m., the annual Marshall Alumni and Family Tailgate will take place in a new location
in the Joan C. Edwards Stadium East Lot, beside the Chris Cline Indoor Athletic Complex. The
tailgate features food, drinks, music and special guest appearances. Tickets to attend are $10.
At 2 p.m., the Thundering Herd takes on the Old Dominion Monarchs at Joan C. Edwards
Stadium. During halftime, the Homecoming Court will be crowned on the field.

Wrapping up the week’s events at 8 p.m. at the historic Keith-Albee Performing Arts Center,
community members are invited to attend the university’s Homecoming Step Show, featuring
Tag Team and hosted by comedian Corey Rodriguez. The step show features entertainment,
music and a night of laughs. Prizes will be awarded for audience participation. The event is free
and open to the public.
Many virtual events are slated to take place throughout the week, as well, for those who would
like to join in online. Events include: Virtual Game Nights, Paint Social Media Green, Social
Hour with a special guest and the Exploring Marshall Video Series. Additional details can be
found by visiting https://www.herdalum.com/calendar-of-events.
Other student-focused events taking place can be found by
visiting https://www.marshall.edu/homecoming/events/.

School of Medicine Homecoming to celebrate 40th reunion of
the first graduating class
OCTOBER 6, 2021
The Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine will welcome alumni and their families back to Huntington for
its 34th annual homecoming celebration Oct. 8-9. The milestone occasion marks the 40th reunion of the
school’s first graduating class, the Class of 1981.
The School of Medicine Alumni Association will host a student-alumni networking lunch Friday, Oct. 8,
at noon, followed by a series of lectures:
•
•

•

1:15 p.m.: “Non-Surgical Treatment of Renal Cell Carcinoma” with Shane A. Wells, M.D.,
(’06), associate professor of radiology and urology at the University of Wisconsin
2:15 p.m.: “Respiratory Tract Infections: 2021 Update on Diagnosis & Management” with John
F. Toney, M.D. (’81), assistant chief of infectious disease and director of hospital epidemiology,
antimicrobial stewardship and infectious disease clinical research programs at James A. Haley
Veterans’ Hospital and professor of medicine at the University of South Florida
3:15 p.m.: “Interventional Pain and Regenerative Medicine Therapies” with Kevin S. Smith,
M.D., (”86), medical director, owner and CEO of Integrated Pain Specialists of Southern
California Inc.

That evening, the School of Medicine will host a reception at 6 p.m. followed by its annual reunion
banquet at 7 p.m. in the John Marshall Room at the Marshall Memorial Student Center. The banquet will
celebrate the classes of 1981, 1986, 1991, 1996, 2001, 2006, 2011 and 2016 and present the 2021
Distinguished Alumnus Award to Smith.

Smith is a native of Logan County, West Virginia, and a former cornerback and free safety for the
Marshall University football team in the late 1970s. Following an anesthesia residency at the University
of Louisville, Smith began his professional career in San Diego, California. He currently serves as
medical director, owner and CEO of Integrated Pain Specialists of Southern California Inc. and
Regenerative Medicine & Biologics Institute Inc.
On Saturday, Oct. 9, at 10:30 a.m., the School of Medicine will dedicate a conference room in the
Marshall University Medical Center in honor of longtime Assistant Dean of Admissions and Student
Affairs Cindy A. Warren. The weekend concludes with a tailgate party in front of the Marshall Sports
Medicine Institute that is open to all School of Medicine alumni, family and friends from noon to 1:30
p.m., and the home football game against Old Dominion University at 2 p.m. Additional universitysponsored Homecoming events may be found at https://www.herdalum.com/homecoming21.
Masking and additional pandemic protocols will be in place throughout the weekend.
Educational sessions are open to the public. Registration is encouraged. For more information, visit
jcesom.marshall.edu/homecoming or contact Linda Holmes at by phone at 304-691-1711 or by e-mail
at holmes@marshall.edu.
Quotes about the School of the Medicine’s first graduating class:
“When I started at the School of Medicine, I was so excited to be given the opportunity to pursue my
dream of becoming a doctor. Since we were the first class, we were able to interact with the professors
and administrators and set the tone for those who have followed us.”
–Brenda A. Smith, M.D., a retired nephrologist living in Moon Township, Pennsylvania, and member of
the Class of 1981.
“Twenty four students were selected as the first class of the School of Medicine. Awaiting the LCME’s
notification of accreditation which arrived late in the fall of 1977, the Class of 1981 began their journey
January 1978. So began the start of the medical school.”
–Maurice A. Mufson, M.D., inaugural chair of the Department of Medicine, 1976-2002, and professor
emeritus.
“We were the trail blazers and set the path for all those who followed. Physicians were needed in West
Virginia, and I never felt there wouldn’t be a school of medicine. Now, here we are 40 years later,
celebrating the Class of 1981.”
–Patrick C. Bonasso, M.D., a gynecologist in Fairmont, West Virginia, and alphabetically the first
physician to graduate from the Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine.

University announces schedule of open meetings with
presidential finalists
OCTOBER 6, 2021
As announced on Sept. 30, five finalists
have been named in the search for
Marshall University’s next president and
the candidates will be visiting the
Huntington and South Charleston
campuses Oct. 11-19.
The detailed schedule of open
candidate meetings has been
finalized and includes opportunities
for students, faculty, staff and the public to meet and talk with these finalists, and to provide
feedback to the search committee.
The general schedule of the visits and the links to submit feedback are as follows:
Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 11-12
Dr. Robyn Hannigan, Provost, Clarkson University
Candidate feedback form for Dr. Hannigan (Survey open from 8 a.m. to midnight on Tuesday, Oct.
12.)
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 12-13
Mr. Brad D. Smith, Co-Founder, Wing 2 Wing Foundation
Candidate feedback form for Mr. Smith (Survey open from 8 a.m. to midnight on Wednesday, Oct.
13.)
Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 13-14
Dr. Kathy Johnson, Executive Vice Chancellor and Chief Academic Officer, Indiana University-Purdue
University Indianapolis (IUPUI)
Candidate feedback form for Dr. Johnson (Survey open from 8 a.m. to midnight on Thursday, Oct.
14.)
Thursday and Friday, Oct. 14-15
Dr. Bernard Arulanandam, Vice President for Research, Economic Development, and Knowledge
Enterprise, The University of Texas at San Antonio
Candidate feedback form for Dr. Arulanandam (Survey open from 8 a.m. to midnight on Friday, Oct.
15.)
Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 18-19

Dr. Bret Danilowicz, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Florida Atlantic University
Candidate feedback form for Dr. Danilowicz (Survey open from 8 a.m. to midnight on Tuesday, Oct.
19.)
The open meetings will be broadcast online at www.marshall.edu/it/livestream for the convenience of
those unable to attend in person.

U.S. Department of Labor backs RCBI workforce initiative
with $1.49 million award
October 5, 2021

The Robert C. Byrd Institute (RCBI) and a broad coalition of partners, including Marshall’s
Creating Opportunities for Recovery Employment (CORE); Region 1, 2 and 3 Workforce Boards
in West Virginia; the Greater Ohio Workforce Board; Mountwest Community and Technical
College, Rhema Development; and Hope Nation, as well as private industry partners will launch
an innovative, multifaceted, industry-driven workforce training initiative across the Tri-State
region thanks to a $1.49 million grant from the U.S. Department of Labor.
The Advanced Manufacturing and Construction Skills Training initiative will provide the handson education and training needed to put people to work, said Charlotte Weber, RCBI director and
CEO. The program will target and retrain workers displaced because of the downturn in this
traditionally coal-reliant region as well as individuals recovering from substance use disorders.
As part of the initiative, RCBI will expand the short-term manufacturing training and career
skills degree and certificate programs it offers in partnership with Mountwest to train
manufacturing technicians for entry-level jobs that align with the specific needs of industry. In
addition, Mountwest will expand its industrial electronics offerings and provide peer recovery
counseling through the Southern West Virginia Collegiate Peer Recovery Network.
The initiative also will team with the soon-to-launch Marshall/Mountwest Aviation Maintenance
Technology program to offer additional certifications that not only will enhance students’
aviation education but develop skill sets applicable across a variety of industries.
Through an innovative partnership with Rhema Development and Hope Nation, individuals will
be given the opportunity for immediate employment in construction while they learn to build
components for prefabricated housing units. Marshall’s CORE program will conduct training for
recovering individuals as well as industry human resources teams to assist with employment reentry for individuals completing the training programs.

“This effort will build upon RCBI’s successful, broad-based workforce development initiatives
by leveraging the considerable resources of our multiple partners to deliver flexible, industrydriven training that leads to sustainable employment for participants,” Weber said. “RCBI
appreciates the recognition and support provided by the U.S. Department of Labor and the
Appalachian Regional Commission.”
The service area will include Boone, Cabell, Kanawha, Lincoln, Logan, McDowell, Mingo,
Putnam and Wayne counties in West Virginia; Boyd, Carter, Greenup and Lawrence counties in
Kentucky; and Lawrence County in Ohio.
The initiative is funded through the Workforce Opportunity for Rural Communities Initiative, a
joint project of the U.S. Department of Labor and the Appalachian Regional Commission to
align workforce development efforts with existing economic development strategies in rural
communities hard hit by economic transition.
To learn more about the workforce training options available through the program, contact
RCBI’s Carol Howerton by e-mail at carol.howerton@rcbi.org or by phone at 304-781-1680.

Marshall installs art pieces celebrating diversity, inclusion
OCTOBER 6, 2021

Marshall University is celebrating inclusion with five new art installations on the Huntington
campus. The pieces were chosen as winners of the Diversity, Equity, and Belonging Artist
Competition hosted this year by the School of Art and Design and Marshall President Dr. Jerome
A. Gilbert. They will be on display in the Memorial Student Center, Smith Hall, East Hall and
Drinko Library.
Gilbert will be joining the artists and touring the installations from 1 – 3 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 7,
as an opportunity to learn about the significance and inspiration for each piece. Media are invited
to join the tour as well. It begins at 1 p.m. in the Smith Hall Atrium, then heads to East Hall and
then Drinko Library and finishes in the Memorial Student Center.
The winners are:
• Karen Fry, alumna. Her piece, In Toto, is located in the Smith Hall Atrium. The large
wall sculpture is made of wood and an array of brightly colored batik swatches that will
compose a colorful “M.”
• Sean Gue, alumnus. His pieces, Lavinia Norman, Thomas Dexter Jakes Sr., William
Withers Jr., Martin R. Delaney, Leon H. Sullivan, Christopher H. Payne, and Henry

•

•

•

Louis Gates Jr. are located in East Hall. All seven pieces are original, digital, abstract
portraits of prominent African American West Virginians.
Peyton Dolin, student. Her Portrait of Mildred Mitchell-Bateman, 2021 is located on the
second floor of Drinko Library. It features a bust of Mildred Mitchell-Bateman, who
served as director of West Virginia’s Department of Mental Health in the 1960s and 70s,
as the first African American woman to lead a state agency in West Virginia. MitchellBateman also served as the founding chair of the psychiatry department at the Marshall
University School of Medicine. A translucent window treatment is included to add to the
piece.
Shyanna Ashcraft , student. Her piece, Breaking Bread, is located on the third floor of
Drinko Library. The installation art piece highlights the historical White Pantry sit-in that
occurred in Huntington in 1963.
Peyton Dolin and Zahava Erikson, students. Their collaborative installation, I Went to
Marshall University and All I Got Was a T-Shirt, 2021, is located in the Memorial
Student Center. It features hundreds of folded paper/origami T-shirts with photographs of
students, faculty, and staff here at Marshall highlighting campus diversity. Each one is
delicately pinned to the wall.

“Since the beginning of my presidency at Marshall, expanding diversity and inclusion initiatives
and providing a welcoming atmosphere for all has been a top priority for me,” President Gilbert
said. “To see this particular project come to fruition is very heartening.”
The goal of the art competition was to provide an opportunity for current students and alumni to
create works celebrating or exploring cultural identity, sociocultural topics, social justice issues
or other themes that promote unity and inclusion. The competition adhered to the Marshall
University vision to inspire learning and creativity that ignites the mind, nurtures the spirit and
fulfills the promise of a better future.
Choosing these five pieces of art from the nearly 20 submissions received, “was an incredibly
rewarding and informative experience,” said Frederick Bartolovic, interim director of the School
of Art and Design. “We developed a diverse panel of invested reviewers to determine which five
pieces would work best in the locations that had been chosen across campus. We are excited to
see the final works installed and finished, and see each of these pieces as highlighting the
diversity that is often overlooked, but ever present within our great state of West Virginia.
”
“I’m impressed by the quality and variety of the artworks selected,” said Jamie Platt, director of
galleries for the School of Art and Design.
Each of the artists will receive a $250 cash prize. For more information
visit www.marshall.edu/artistcompetition.

School of Theatre and Dance to present The Odd Couple
OCTOBER 6, 2021
The School of Theatre and Dance will
present The Odd Couple, a comedy by Neil
Simon, at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday through
Saturday, Oct. 6-9, in the Joan C. Edwards
Performing Arts Center on the Huntington
campus.
This classic comedy tells the story of Oscar
Madison, who is divorced, and Felix Unger,
who has just been separated from his wife.
One a slob and the other fastidious, depressed
and none too tense, the two men decide to
room together with hilarious results.
“Marshall University’s School of Theatre and
Dance is excited to welcome live audience
members back to the playhouse for the first time since February of 2020 with a night full of laughter,”
said Samuel Kincaid, box office and public relations manager for the School of Theatre and Dance.

Tickets are $25 for general admission; $15 for Marshall faculty and staff; and free for Marshall students
admitted with a valid ID.
Masks are required for those who attend the performances. For ticket information, call 304-696-2787.

Marshall, Foundation plans first-ever day of giving, ‘One
Day for the Herd,’ Thursday, Oct. 14
OCTOBER 6, 2021

Marshall University and the Marshall
University Foundation Inc. have
announced the university’s first-ever day
of giving titled One Day for the
Herd, which will take place online
Thursday, Oct. 14.
This one-day event is a unique opportunity
for the entire Marshall family to come
together and make a lasting impact on the
students of Marshall University and to help
shape the future of the institution. One Day for the Herd will feature 24 hours of giving thanks,
with interactive elements throughout the day on the foundation and Marshall University social
media accounts, along with a giving wall, state-by-state participation numbers, giving challenges
and much more.
Marshall University alumni, students, staff, supporters and fans can participate in this
transformational day by visiting givingday.marshall.edu.
“We are fortunate to have so many wonderful and supportive alumni that give back to our
institution through either their time, resources, or finances. And, we are excited to celebrate those
individuals with our first giving day dedicated to recognizing those who give back, while
offering an opportunity for so many more to do the same,” said Marshall University President
Dr. Jerome Gilbert. “After having seen the tremendous success already of the Marshall Rises
campaign, I am excited to see what lies ahead for Marshall, thanks to the support of our alumni
and donors all across the country.”
While Marshall has participated in national days of giving in the past, this will be the first time
the university has set aside its own day, dedicated to garnering financial support and highlighting
those who give back to the university. Individuals looking to learn more can visit the giving day
website at givingday.marshall.edu or watch their mailboxes for more information.
Marshall’s day of giving comes on the heels of the highly successful Marshall Rises campaign,
the largest comprehensive campaign in the history of the university. Marshall launched the
public phase of the Marshall Rises campaign in the fall of 2019 with a goal of raising $150
million over five years. Earlier this year, the university surpassed that goal and has already raised
in excess of $160 million.

Marshall Rises focuses on five key pillars at the university focusing on enhancing the student
experience, expanding academics, creating an environment of innovative learning, forming a
foundation of research and creative discovery, and deepening community partnerships. The five
pillars will help ensure that Marshall students will graduate from one of the nation’s most
distinguished and dynamic universities.
“We are very excited to announce our first-ever giving day at Marshall University on October
14,” said Dr. Ron Area, CEO of the Marshall University Foundation. “This is a wonderful
opportunity for everyone in the Marshall community to get involved and impact the university in
profound ways, while at the same time celebrating those who help shape the university each
year,” We are thankful for each individual who gives a gift to this university, no matter the
amount. Over the years, all gifts big and small have added up to hundreds of new students
receiving financial support at Marshall, along with truly remarkable impacts to academic
programs, facility upgrades, new construction and a renewed pride in this wonderful institution.”
Through the Marshall Rises campaign, more than 1,800 students have been impacted through
scholarships totaling more than $5.2 million in academic resources. Over the last 10 years, the
number of scholarships awarded has increased by 79 percent and the total number of dollars
awarded to students has increased by 120 percent, giving those who otherwise might not have
had an opportunity to attend college the financial assistance needed to achieve their dreams.
Additionally, money raised through the Marshall Rises campaign has helped shape new
programs such as the Bill Noe Flight School and will help transform the Huntington campus
through the building of a brand-new facility for the Lewis College of Business and Brad D.
Smith Schools of Business and other future projects.
Through One Day For the Herd, every supporter will have an opportunity to be a part of this
historic era of growth and development at Marshall University.
“We are very excited about our first day of giving at Marshall,” said Griffin Talbott, program
director of the annual fund. “Many universities around the country have been doing them for a
few years, but we felt having ours near the end of the Marshall Rises campaign was a great way
for everyone in the Marshall community to have the opportunity to contribute to the campaign.
Giving is such a personal choice. We want to give to those that have impacted our lives so that
we may impact others. Visit givingday.marshall.edu to see how you can impact the lives of our
current and future students. Watch your mailbox for a special mailer, scan the QR code with your
mobile phone and see how easy it is to make a gift to the area of your choice.”
For more information about making an impact through giving, contact the Marshall University
Foundation Inc. at 304-696-6264 or visit marshall.edu/foundation.

Marshall Health, School of Medicine, Mountain Health
Network welcome new physicians and faculty
SEPTEMBER 22, 2021

Marshall Health, Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine and Mountain Health Network welcome
the following new physicians and faculty members:
Electrophysiologist and associate professor Khalid Abozguia obtained his Ph.D. in
cardiovascular medicine from the University of Birmingham in the United Kingdom and his
M.D. from the University of Tripoli in Libya. He has completed multiple fellowships in the
United Kingdom and the United States and is certified by the International Board of Heart
Rhythm Examiners. Dr. Abozguia will see patients at Marshall Cardiology in the Erma Ora Byrd
Clinical Center located at 1249 15th St. in Huntington. For appointments, call 304-691-8500.
Neurohospitalist and assistant professor Jason Adams obtained his M.D. from Marshall and is
one of Marshall’s first neurology resident graduates. He sees patients at both Cabell Huntington
Hospital and St. Mary’s Medical Center, members of Mountain Health Network.
Dentist and assistant professor Dhwani Amin obtained her D.D.S. from SUNY at Buffalo School
of Dental Medicine in Buffalo, New York. Dr. Amin will see patients at Marshall Dentistry &

Oral Surgery located at the Fairfield Building at 1616 13th Ave. in Huntington. For
appointments, call 304-691 -1274.
Neurosurgeon and assistant professor Heather Pinckard-Dover holds an M.D. from the
University of Arkansas in Little Rock, Arkansas, where she was the first female to complete a
neurosurgery residency at the academic health sciences center. She completed a stereotactic and
functional fellowship at the University of Florida in Gainesville, Florida. Dr. Pinckard-Dover
specializes in deep brain, spinal cord, peripheral nerve and cranial nerve stimulation. For
appointments, call Marshall Neuroscience at 304-691-1787.
Board-certified primary care provider and assistant professor Kasey Stickler earned her M.D.
from Marshall and completed a residency and rural/sports medicine fellowship with Marshall
Family Medicine. She sees patients at the CHH Family Medicine location in Barboursville and at
the Marshall Sports Medicine Institute. For appointments, call 304-691-1100.
Internal medicine – pediatrics specialists and assistant professors Troy Wallace and Michelle
Worthy earned their medical degrees and completed their residencies at Marshall. They will see
patients at multiple Marshall Health locations. For appointments, call 304-691-1000.
Photos: From left are Khalid Abozguia, Jason Adams, Dhwani Amin, Heather Pinckard-Dover,
Kasey Stickler, Troy Wallace and Michelle Worthy.

Sara Payne Scarbro named by Appalachian Regional
Commission as Appalachian Leadership Institute Fellow
OCTOBER 6, 2021

Sara Payne Scarbro, associate vice president for external
engagement at the Marshall University Research
Corporation, has been named by the Appalachian Regional
Commission as a participant in the 2021-2022 class of
the Appalachian Leadership Institute.
As an Appalachian Leadership Institute fellow, Payne
Scarbro will participate in an extensive, nine-month series of
skill-building seminars featuring regional experts, peer-topeer learning and case study analysis. The program
begins virtually in October and culminates with the Class of 2021-2022’s graduation in July
2022.
“I am honored to congratulate the 2021-2022 class of Appalachian Leadership Institute fellows.
These phenomenal Appalachians are the driving force of change in their communities,” said
ARC Federal Co-Chair Gayle Manchin. “The work of this new class of fellows—and the ones
who came before — gives me hope to the future of our region and is a testament to all that can
be accomplished when Appalachians work together.”
Payne Scarbro will work directly with public policy, community development, education,
investment, and other professionals who live and/or work in the region to:
• Identify and implement best practices and strategies to inspire positive change in their
communities;
• Build a robust network of leaders across the region;
• Integrate community assets into long-last economic development strategies; and
• Appreciate the diversity and commonalties of the 13 states in the Appalachian Region.
“Sara’s incredible energy, drive and leadership make her a perfect fit for this program,” said
Marshall University President Dr. Jerome A. Gilbert. “Her love of West Virginia and the
Appalachian region is evidenced by her incredible commitment to Marshall University and the
people of our state. Sara is a true West Virginian and I’m very pleased she will represent our
university and state in this prestigious institute.”
Payne Scarbro was selected via a competitive application process. She is a graduate of Marshall
University with a double major in public relations and political science. She is a 1998 graduate
of Winfield High School.
The Appalachian Leadership Institute is a comprehensive regional leadership training program
developed by the Appalachian Regional Commission in partnership with the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville; The Howard H. Baker Center for Public Policy; Tuskegee University; and
Collective Impact. More information about the Appalachian Leadership Institute is available
at www.arc.gov/leadershipinstitute.

Faculty Achievement: Dr. Slav Gratchev
OCTOBER 6, 2021

Dr. Slav Gratchev, professor of Spanish from the College of Liberal Arts, has
recently edited a book titled The Poetics of the Avant-garde in Literature,
Arts, and Philosophy. He also wrote one of the chapters.
The book presents a range of chapters written by highly international group
of scholars from disciplines such as literary studies, arts, theatre and
philosophy to analyze ambitions of avant-garde artists. Together, these essays
highlight the interdisciplinary scope of the historic Avant-garde and the
interconnectedness of its artists.
The chapters in this collection open a new critical discourse about the avant-garde movement in
Europe and reshape contemporary understandings of it.

Faculty Achievement: Dr. Scott Davis
OCTOBER 6, 2021

Dr. Scott Davis, chairperson/program director/professor in the School of
Physical Therapy, was selected as one of ten individuals to serve on the
Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy Eduation (CAPTE)
Standards and Required Elements Revision Group. CAPTE accredits 271
Doctor of Physical Therapy programs in the United States. The revision
group will review the current CAPTE accreditation standards and make
recommendations for changes.

RCBI named one of 60 EDA University Centers across the
US
OCTOBER 6, 2021

Marshall University’s Robert C. Byrd Institute (RCBI) has received a
major boost from the U.S. Economic Development Administration
(EDA) to expand efforts to build an entrepreneurial and innovationfocused economy across West Virginia.
The EDA has recognized RCBI as one of 60 University Center recipients across the United
States. This recognition and award of more than $500,000 will propel the delivery of direct
business and technical assistance, strengthen regional collaborations, improve supply chains
connections and develop new technologies.
RCBI will partner with institutions of higher education and economic development organizations
across the state as well as Marshall’s iCenter, part of the Lewis College of Business, Brad D.
Smith Schools of Business; and the Alliance for the Economic Development of Southern West
Virginia on programs to enhance the regional economy.
The initiative also will target state industries with the greatest growth potential, including
aviation, advanced manufacturing, agriculture and food production, medical manufacturing,
technology, outdoor recreation and alternative uses for coal.
“RCBI is honored to be one of 60 US EDA University Centers across the country,” said
Charlotte Weber, RCBI director and CEO. “As the only nationally recognized University Center
in West Virginia, RCBI and our partner organizations have consistently exceeded specific goals
for boosting economic output and economic diversity. With this latest award, the EDA
recognizes that RCBI at Marshall University has a proven track record of generating outcomes
that have positive impacts and, many times, life-changing outcomes.”
Derek Scarbro, RCBI deputy director, said that EDA University Center goals for the next five
years include creating at least 145 jobs and leveraging more than $1 million in private
investment.
The EDA University Center program spurs economic development by leveraging the
infrastructure, technology and research capacity of higher education institutions.
A 2016 EDA award to RCBI resulted in the creation of 22 businesses, $4,771,550 in leveraged
private investment, delivery of direct technical assistance for 169 entrepreneurs, skills
development training for 10,698 individuals and the introduction of 231 entrepreneurs to
investors.
To learn more about RCBI’s EDA University Center, visit www.rcbi.org/universitycenter.

Alumni issue coat drive challenge
OCTOBER 6, 2021

We’re issuing a challenge to all members of the Marshall Family to collect
coats, hats and gloves this October to benefit the homeless in our region.
Drop off your coats, hats and gloves at Brad D. Smith Foundation Hall from
4 to 5:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 26, and they will be distributed at Harmony
House in downtown Huntington.
The spirit of giving back is part of what makes the Marshall Family so special. We hope you will
join us in helping folks stay warm this winter season!

Yeager Scholarship applications open
OCTOBER 6, 2021

The 2022 application cycle for the Society of Yeager Scholars at Marshall is
available as of Friday, Oct. 1.
The Yeager program is a competitive, full-ride undergraduate scholarship
program that covers all tuition and fees, room and board, a summer study at
Oxford University, an additional travel experience, a laptop, books and a stipend for supplies.
Applications will close Dec. 15, 2021.
Students are selected as a class and experience four rigorous undergraduate seminars, leadership
development, and professional enrichment. The scholarship is open to all students who will be
first-time, full-time freshmen in Fall 2022. All majors are welcome into the program. A 30 ACT
or 1360 SAT is recommended, while a 3.5 cumulative high school GPA is required.
The mission of the Society of Yeager Scholars is to seek out and attract a diverse group of
students with outstanding intellectual and leadership potential as demonstrated by their different
interests, creativity, personal drive, civic involvement and commitment.
“The Yeager program is looking for the next team of remarkable scholars for Marshall
University.” said Cara Bailey, Yeager coordinator. “Students who seek to excel in and out of the
classroom are encouraged to apply.”
The program welcomed its first class of Yeager Scholars to Marshall University in 1987. Since
then, there have been 35 classes, producing nearly 300 graduates. To apply to the Society of
Yeager Scholars or learn more about the program, visit www.marshall.edu/yeager or contact
Cara Bailey at bailey160@marshall.edu.

Coronavirus Statistics:
New Cases Since September 22, 2021
Students: 43
Faculty: 2
Staff*: 9
* Includes auxiliary employees (Sodexo, Aetna, Rec Center, etc.)
All testing is being done in partnership with Marshall Health, Cabell Huntington Hospital, Pleasant
Valley Hospital, QLabs Inc. and MedExpress Urgent Care.
The most recent information is always available at www.marshall.edu/coronavirus/dashboard.

The next regular issue of We Are...Marshall will be distributed Oct. 13, 2021. Please send items
for consideration to WAMnewsletter@marshall.edu

To read the content of this newsletter online, please click on the following link:
www.marshall.edu/wamnewsletter/October-6-2021.
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